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Manual Slide Bug Blocking Mesh Doors
Product Advantages
Heavy 11 oz pre-coated woven vinyl coated mesh polyester screen.
Resistant to all ultraviolet rays and is rot, tear and mildew resistant.
17 X 11 polyester scrim provides small openings difficult for insects to penetrate.
Shade screen factor improvement to 65% helps to keep non air conditioned plant space cooler
longer.
18 oz vinyl is used on the leading-edge, valance and floor sweep to improve wear and durability.
The valance mounts to the building rather than to the curtain track, improving stability and a
more rigid mount.
A full length Fiberglass tube stiffens the leading edge of the curtain to ensure sealing of the
curtain to the door jamb.
Stainless steel wall bracket with keyhole slot fastens the door to jamb to prevent wind blow out.
A simple lift and up motion is used to engage or disengage the door.
The mesh curtain permanently attaches to one side of the doors vertical edge and closes to the
opposite side. Screen compresses to small bundle when retracted.
The curtain glides side-to-side on easy to install track and dual wheeled trolley roller system.
Top valance panels, and bottom floor sweep form a complete seal to provide near total
protection from insects.

Options Available
Seven colors to choose from: blue, spruce green, almond, red, yellow, black and gray.
Wind or draft tie downs in two different styles.
Stainless still center cam lock assembly extends a galvanized steel pin into the floor to prevent
the door from bowing with wind load

Product Benefits
65% Shade factor-helps keep the facility cooler longer.
Significantly reduces heat from sun while allowing light into work areas.
Keeps out unwanted pests, birds and intruders.
Improves security.
Five-year warranty.
Lifetime warranty on all mounting hardware.
Improves building appearance.
Allows fresh air to flow through for comfort and productivity.
Draw screen into use when needed; glides out of the way when not.
Standard sizes fit most door openings.

